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Abstract   A method of calculating the delivery plan with regards to coordination 

with a storehouse picker's schedule in the consideration of intra-city food delivery 

has been analyzed and is being proposed. In order to assemble a client's order, 

storehouse pickers are employed, who, upon notification, collect the necessary 

items for packaging and delivery. The picker’s assembly schedule should be con-

sistent with couriers’ intended schedule of travel around the city; delivering pack-

ages to clients, according to the client’s preferred time windows. It is necessary to 

calculate a coordinated and conditionally optimal plan for storehouse pickers on 

the one hand, and for courier drivers on the other, taking into account their mutual 

interrelationship. At the same time, it is required to be able to pro-vide a desired 

time window for delivery of the order to the client. These calculations result in 

minimizing the courier's route, taking into account the forecast of traffic conges-

tion at certain times of the day, adaptively redistributing the assembly of packages 

(order filling) to other stores, if all pickers in the current location are overloaded. 

Keywords VRP, adaptive resource scheduling, transport logistics, LTL, groupage 

cargoes, assembly scheduling 
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1 Introduction 
The problem of transportation optimization (Vehicle Routing Problem, VRP), 

was first described in [1], is one of the most significant tasks of the modern opti-

mization theory. Classification of optimization problems of transport logistics is 

given in [2, 3]. A review and classification of VRP problems with the proposed 

solution methods is also given in [4]. 

Transportation process in modern transport logistics is divided into two types: 

FTL and LTL. FTL (Full Truck Load) transportation is characterized by the fact 

that the carrier has large contracts with customers for reserving a truck as a whole. 

This means that all the orders the truck performs consistently, one truck can simul-

taneously carry only one order: it loaded the first order, drove through the points 

of its unloading and unload all, went to the second order, performed it in the same 

way, went to the third order and etc. It is possible to substantially simplify the task 

of optimizing such transportations, not taking into account the possibility of partial 

loading while constructing the route. The description of models of FTL transporta-

tion is given in [5]. The solution of the FTL problem was described by the authors 

in [6-8]. LTL (Less than Truck Load) transportations in opposite allow parallel 

execution of orders, i.e. one truck can simultaneously execute several orders: it 

loaded the first order, drove through the points of its loading and on the way load-

ed the second order, un-loaded the first and part of the second, went to the third 

order, etc. The task of optimizing LTL transportations is much more complicated 

than FTL, in such tasks in addition it is necessary to take into account the time 

windows for the arrival of the truck for loading and unloading, which allows as-

signing these tasks to the class of VRPTW (Vehicle Routing Problem with Time 

Windows). Exact solutions to this problem, with the exception of checks, on large 

volumes of orders and resources are not currently known, but there are imitation 

methods that give an inaccurate solution, but of acceptable quality. As a rule, these 

are hybrids and varieties of branch and bound methods, as, for example, in [9], or 

various other heuristic methods (genetic algorithms, neural networks, etc.). The 

authors of this study have experience in solving similar problems [10, 11], as well 

as their implementation in applied multi-agent systems described in [12, 13]. 

In this paper, the special VRPTW task of calculating a plan for a courier deliv-

ery service for food products is considered, which, in addition, it is necessary to 

calculate a plan for assembling food into packages according to clients orders by 

the employees (pickers) of grocery stores. It is also required adaptability to re-

schedule the delivery in case of actual deviations from the plan during assembly 

caused by objective reality. With this setting, the original VRPTW task is further 

complicated by the need for constant "looking back" at the order-picking plan, 

which in turn requires a reconfiguration and reconciliation of the delivery plan 

with the assembly plan. In other words it is necessary to schedule and reschedule 

the courier route in real time, select the most convenient loading locations (order 

picking shops), and unload orders to customers along the way. It is also necessary 

to schedule the work of the order pickers, by creating an assembly plan for each 

order, adjusting it to constantly incoming orders and sending the couriers to them 
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in time. Finally, if the courier is stuck in a traffic jam - it can be considered as a 

mobile warehouse and connecting other couriers, for example, on motorcycles or 

even bicycles, in order to intercept a late order and deliver the goods on time to 

the consumer. 

In this paper, we consider the statement of the problem and the approach to its 

solution based on mobile resource management. It should be understood that the 

real business problem is formulated much wider than mathematical problem, 

which was described above, because it includes many additional criteria that need 

to be taken into account in the business process. One of the key requirements for 

the development is the need for the system to work in real time. In addition, it is 

required to take into account the workload of the order pickers at each moment of 

time and the fore-cast of the road situation (traffic jams) at the time of the courier's 

departure to the client.  

In the first section, we will consider the formulation of the problem, in the sec-

ond we will propose an approach to the solution, and in conclusion - we will con-

sider the results of the first steps of implementation and the prospects for the de-

velopment and application of the system. 
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2 The assembly problem 
In the logistical system of intra-city delivery of food products under the LTL 

scheme, it is necessary to arrange the reception of orders, their processing, the as-

sembling of goods into packages and delivering it by couriers. To do this, we have 

to solve two different tasks create an assembly and delivery plan. 

2.1 The assembly plan problem definition  
Suppose we have a number of stores, each based in a particular location. In 

each store we have a number of assembly workers (pickers). We have a flow of 

orders from clients. Each order is characterized by the location of delivery and the 

requested time window and by the number of goods that should be delivered. For 

each incoming order, it is necessary to determine the place of its assembly in one 

of the stores taking into account the current and projected overload of pickers. We 

consider that any good is available in any store with infinite quantity. The goal is 

to schedule the order assembly in the closest delivery location store, taking into 

account the real time speed of assembly and change the store to the next closest 

one if according to its schedule in the store it is impossible to deliver it in the re-

quested time window. The task is solving by calculating the planned start and fin-

ish times of the assembly according to the following method. 

2.2 The assembly plan construction method 
It is assumed that the actual start and end time of the order comes to the sched-

uling system from the external information system in real time directly (e.g. from 

the mobile application for pickers). In addition to the start and finish times, the 

system calculates the planned start and finish times for all orders based on the as-

sembly speed of the item in the store (depends on the number and productivity of 

the pickers). It is assumed that each time getting information about a new fact of 

assembling the goods in a particular store, we may recalculate the current speed of 

its assembly and recalculate the planned times of the beginning and ending of the 

assemblies that have not yet been collected. 

It is assumed that the assembly times of all orders in the store are calculated in 

parallel queues, the order in which is determined according to the time of each or-

der arrival in the system and is corrected by the actual times of the beginning and 

end of the assembly. The number of these queues is equal to the number of pickers 

in the store. Within each queue, orders are executed sequentially. 

Let's look at the example, as it is proposed to do. Suppose we have a store with 

2 pickers and a table of equivalent orders. At the initial moment of time, until 

there is no actual time we believe that the assembly time of each order by one 

picker is 5 minutes (Table 1). 
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Table 1 Chronological order processing table 

Order num-

ber 

Order 

time 

Scheduled time to 

start the assembly 

Scheduled time to 

finish the assembly 

Actual time the 

assembly started 

Actual time the 

assembly fin-

ished 

O1 13:00 13:00 13:05   

O2 13:00 13:00 13:05   

O3 13:00 13:05 13:10   

O4 13:15 13:15 13:20   

  

Orders O1 and O2 are collected in parallel, since there are two pickers in the 

store that have the same estimation on the time of the beginning and end of the as-

sembly. 

Order O3 should wait until either the first or the second picker is released and 

therefore according to the plan will be collected only after the first two. 

Order O4 was received at 13:15, by this time all the pickers have already been 

released and only one of them will execute the order, because it is believed that 

two pickers at the same time do not collect the order. 

Next, consider the example of Table 2, how the scheduled start/end times of the 

assembly will be corrected when the actual data arrives. 

Table 2 Chronological table for processing orders after the actual start of order assembly O1 

Order num-

ber 

Order 

time 

Scheduled time to 

start the assembly 

Scheduled time to 

finish the assem-

bly 

Actual time the 

assembly started 

Actual time the 

assembly fin-

ished 

O1 13:00 13:10 13:15 13:10  

O2 13:00 13:10 13:15   

O3 13:00 13:15 13:20   

O4 13:15 13:15 13:20   

   

At the time 13:10 the fact of the start of assembly was received from O1, which 

started 10 minutes later than planned and, as a result, will now be collected at 

13:15, this led to changes in planned start and end times for the remaining orders. 

Order O2 according to the plan will be collected only at 13:10, because it’s al-

ready 13:10, but the fact of the beginning of the assembly is not yet received. 

Order O3 is shifted 5 minutes to the right. 

According to the plan of order O4, no changes will occur, because it has some 

extra time in reserve. 

New factual data was received (Table 3). 
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Table 3 Chronological table for processing orders after the actual start of order assembly O1  

Order num-

ber 

Order 

time 

Scheduled time to 

start the assembly 

Scheduled time to 

finish the assem-

bly 

Actual time the 

assembly started 

Actual time the 

assembly fin-

ished 

O1 13:00 13:10 13:20 13:10 13:20 

O2 13:00 13:20 13:30   

O3 13:00 13:20 13:30   

O4 13:15 13:30 13:40   

   

At the time 13:20 the fact of the completion of the assembly was received from 

O1, which was completed 5 minutes later than planned, and, therefore, the picker's 

assembling time was changed (instead of the initial 5 minutes now 10 minutes), 

which led to changes in planned starting points And finish the assembly of other 

orders. 

Order O2 according to the plan will be collected only at 13:20, because it’s al-

ready 13:20, and the fact of the beginning of the assembly is not yet received, and 

taking into account the new speed, the assembly will take 10 minutes, so it will 

end at 1:30 pm. 

Order O3 is collected in parallel with the order O2. 

Order O4 on the plan will move and will begin to be collected immediately af-

ter the order of O2 or O3. 

New factual data was received (Table 4). 

Table 4 Chronological table for processing orders after the actual start of order assembly O2  

Order num-

ber 

Order 

time 

Scheduled time to 

start the assembly 

Scheduled time to 

finish the assem-

bly 

Actual time the 

assembly started 

Actual time the 

assembly fin-

ished 

O1 13:00 13:10 13:20 13:10 13:20 

O2 13:00 13:25 13:35 13:25  

O3 13:00 13:25 13:35   

O4 13:15 13:35 13:45   

   

At the time 13:25 came the fact of the beginning of the assembly of the order 

O3 (for convenience, orders with facts immediately go up the queue), which began 

5 minutes later than planned, which led to changes in the planned start and end 

times for the remaining orders 

New factual data was received (Table 5). 
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Table 5 Chronological table for processing orders after the actual completion of order assembly 

O2 

Order num-

ber 

Order 

time 

Scheduled time to 

start the assembly 

Scheduled time to 

finish the assem-

bly 

Actual time the 

assembly started 

Actual time the 

assembly fin-

ished 

O1 13:00 13:10 13:20 13:10 13:20 

O2 13:00 13:25 13:30 13:25 13:30 

O3 13:00 13:30 13:38 13:30  

O4 13:15 13:30 13:38   

  

At the time 13:30 the fact of the beginning of the assembly of the O2 order and 

the completion of the assembly about the ordering of O3 came, now the order as-

sembly rate is estimated as the average value between the difference for the two 

facts of the beginning and the end already received and will be ((13:20-

13:10)+(13:30-13:25))/2=7,5. The calculations are then carried out in a similar 

way. 

2.3 Choosing the best store to assemble the order 
After calculating the planned finish time for the order assembly for which the 

store is currently determined, it is checked for each store whether the courier will 

reach the client theoretically, from that time to the end of the unloading window, 

taking into account the time of arrival from the current store to the client. If it 

does, the result for this store is fixed as possible and saved. From all possible op-

tions of stores, we should choose the one that requires the minimum trip time from 

it to the client (that is, the minimum of the driver's work in the form of mileage), 

provided that the planned assembly time in this store does not go beyond the load-

ing window, otherwise, we consider a more remote store, etc., till the end of the 

list of shops. We can do the same thing after we made the choice according to the 

real time if the picker did not finish the assembly of the order before the deadline 

(skipped the deadline for the assembly), we can try to plan the assembly of this 

order in another store. 
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3 The delivery problem 
After the selection of the store is completed, we should create delivery schedule 

for each courier taking into account the number of available couriers, orders deliv-

ery time window, the trip time along the route line in the city with traffic jams 

forecasting. We also should adaptively change the plan according to real time 

events (delays during orders delivery process). 

3.1 The delivery plan problem definition 
Suppose we have a number of couriers each of them is characterized by maxi-

mum carried volume and weight. The location for each courier can be evaluated at 

any moment of time. We have a set of LTL-orders each of them is characterized 

by the package volume and weight and has only one location of loading (the store 

location) and one location of unloading (the client location). All orders must be 

delivered no later than the right window time. Delays are not considered accepta-

ble. We also consider the case of finishing the delivery work exactly at the close 

of the window as acceptable (ie, the start and end boundaries of the time windows 

are included). The trip time based on distances between all locations with the traf-

fic jams forecasting can be evaluated at any moment of time. There are external 

data providers for traffic forecast congestions. The most popular providers in Rus-

sia are Yandex [14] and Google [15]. The scheduling system requests the time for 

the route from point A to point B from the "jam" service for the time of the 

planned delivery, having received the result, uses it in future planning as the time 

of the execution of the route in the process of fulfilling the order. The goal is to al-

locate orders for available couriers, bringing the total execution time to a mini-

mum, but maximizing the number of delivered orders and possibly reducing the 

total trip distance.  

3.2 The delivery plan construction method 
For construction of the plan, we propose the following method. All orders are 

sorted by the loading time (estimated time when the assembly ends). At the initial 

time moment, we suppose that the considered courier is allocated in the first order 

loading point (considered shop). Let the courier in this point appears in the start 

time T0, in advance of the earliest loading time of the first order. With respect to 

this starting point and the initial time T0 the table of the possible assignments is 

calculated. In the table, each order potential execution time is calculated according 

to the formula OETi (order execution time) = TLi (trip to loading) + WLi (work to 

load)+TUi (trip to unloading) + WUi (work to unload). If OET is in order unload-

ing time window, the order is considered as possible for delivery. 

In the generated table we select order with the shortest OET. After that we 

change the location of the considered courier, which now corresponds to the cho-

sen place of loading order, and calculate the time of its release as T1 = TLi + WLi. 

After the first assignment, we generate the table again, but now we exclude 

some orders from that if they match one of the following: 
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1. Summarized volume and weight for previously assigned orders with the con-

sidered one excel the courier maximum carried volume and weight. 

2. There is no time for courier to move from current location to the considered 

loading location because it mismatch the considered order loading time win-

dow.  

3. With regard to the considered order pick up, the courier has no time to unload 

previously assigned orders. 

For the remaining after filtering orders, we again calculate their execution 

times also considering waiting times before opening loading windows with new 

location of the courier. We choose the shortest execution time again. Then the al-

gorithm is repeated until we have no possible orders to allocate because of above 

described restrictions. Then the next considered courier is placed in the first order 

loading point, and repeats the same operation for the remaining orders and so on 

until there is no order left for allocation. 

3.3 Changing the plan according to real time events 
There are two types of possible problems during the order delivery by courier: 

delay and unavailability (crash, accident, etc.). In case of having a delay problem, 

which may occur when the courier rides with orders on the route for example, gets 

into a traffic jam or there is a problem with the car. Delay is also may occur when 

the courier arrives at the place and begin unloading the order, but in the process 

arose some difficulties (closed territory, need a pass, not working elevator, need to 

climb the stairs, etc.). In this case, all already carried orders by the courier will be 

potentially delivered with delay but the next orders that should be loaded by this 

courier in the future will be rescheduled to other couriers according to the same 

method.   

Unavailability is a more major problem, which means that the courier can no 

longer proceed the delivery (because of crash, accident, etc.). In this case, the cou-

rier requests for help by creating an additional loading point in the place where he 

stopped moving and from where he cannot continue to carry out his orders. As a 

result, a new loading point with orders of this courier is created. These orders will 

be rescheduled to other couriers according to the same method. 
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4 The experimental results 
We performed several experiments to test the described method by using the 

real data from our client company [16]. The goal of the experiments was to com-

pare the proposed construction delivery plan method and the brute force method. 

It was possible to obtain the brute force results only for the first four experiments 

at a suitable time. The initial data example for the experiments represents in fol-

lowing tables: 

Table 5 Chronological table of orders with details in unified units 

 LWs LWf LT ULWs ULWf ULT CL 

O1 1 2 1 6 9 1 5 

O2 2 3 0 6 9 0 4 

O3 3 5 1 12 14 1 5 

O4 3 5 1 12 14 1 4 

O5 4 6 0 17 19 0 4 

LWs – start loading window, 

LWf – end loading window, 

LT –loading working time, 

ULWs – start unloading window, 

ULWf – end unloading window, 

ULT – unloading working time, 

CL – cargo load capacity. 

Table 6 The matrix of distances between orders loading and unloading points in unified units 

 LO1 LO2 LO3 LO4 LO5  LO1 LO2 LO3 LO4 LO5  ULO1 ULO2 ULO3 ULO4 ULO5 

LO1  0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 ULO1 3 2,5 3 2,5 2,6 ULO1  0,3 0,4 0,5 0,4 

LO2 0,2  0,6 0,5 0,5 ULO2 5 4 6 4 4 ULO2 0,3  0,2 0,3 0,4 

LO3 0,3 0,6  0,4 0,3 ULO3 4 5 6 4 3 ULO3 0,4 0,2  0,1 0,5 

LO4 0,4 0,5 0,4  0,1 ULO4 6 7 5 6 4 ULO4 0,5 0,3 0,1  0,6 

LO5 0,5 0,5 0,3 0,1  ULO5 7 5 6 4 3 ULO5 0,4 0,4 0,5 0,6  

LOi – order loading point, ULOi – order unloading point. 

Table 7 The matrix of distances between couriers initial points and orders loading points in uni-

fied units 

 LO1 LO2 LO3 LO4 LO5 

C1 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,4 0,6 

C2 0,5 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,7 

Ci – the starting point of courier with a load capacity of 25 units (all the orders can be potentially 

delivered by one courier because the sum of all CL=5+4+5+4+4<25) 
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Table 8 The experimental results table 

Number 

of orders  

Number of 

couriers 

Proposed method 

result in unified 

units  

Proposed meth-

od calculation 

time in seconds 

Brute force meth-

od result in uni-

fied units  

Brute force method 

calculation time in 

seconds 

5 2 17 0,001 17 10 

10 2 25 0,001 24 1983 

15 3 30 0,001 28 19865 

20 4 50 0,001 49 167541 

25 5 70 0,001   

30 5 85 0,001   

35 6 95 0,001   

40 7 111 0,001   

45 8 122 0,001   

50 9 131 0,003   

55 9 139 0,001   

60 10 153 0,001   

65 10 165 0,003   

70 12 195 0,001   

75 15 205 0,011   

80 16 223 0,014   

85 17 238 0,01   

90 17 243 0,01   

95 20 260 0,08   

100 20 284 0,08   
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5 Conclusion 
The method to the solution of the assembling and delivering problem for 

groupage cargoes in the special VRPTW problem of intra-city food delivery is de-

veloped and described in detail. Based on the developed method the intellectual 

dispatching management software was created, which is used in the daily work of 

the food delivery service of Instamart company [16] (the authors received a letter 

of gratitude). This allowed to reduce the average assembly time of the order by 

15% mainly because of taking into account the actual assembly speed of each 

store picker and adaptation to the current situation by redirection the order assem-

bly to another store. From the delivery part this allowed to reduce the average 

number of delays by 22% because of quick delivery route evaluation for couriers 

considering traffic forecast situation and respond to emergency situations during 

delivery. When one courier has a problem, it is possible to solve it with help of the 

others by adaptive change of their current delivery plan. The proposed approach 

complements a collection of methods and tools developed in [17, 18] 

Acknowledgments This work was supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project 
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